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McPherson, Internal Ballistics Seminar, 2003, Varmint Hunter’s
Jamboree: McPherson has given handloading seminars in Arizona, Colorado, and South Dakota. At the Jamboree seminar, he
and By Smalley offered a detailed explanation of what actually
happens inside a gun during the period from primer ignition to
bullet exit from the muzzle.
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McPherson with Jim Lockwood (Master Leathersmith and
friend) at 2002 Shootists’ Holiday: That year, the Shootists honored McPherson as Shootist of the Year; the following year they
honored him as Innovator of the Year “for advancing the shooting sports.” The Shootists is a group founded by John Taffin, almost on a lark. During a get-together with friends and acquaintances to do a bit of large-bore revolver shooting, Taffin asked,
“Wouldn’t it be fun to do this every year?” It certainly is.
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PREFACE
As I write this, more than a decade has passed since
DBI Books published my first loading manual, Metallic
Cartridge Reloading, 3rd Edition (MRC3). Since then,
gunmakershavestandardizedmanyusefulnewchamberings;
handloading component manufacturers have introduced
many new propellants and bullets; and handloading tool
manufacturers have introduced many significant new tools.
In MCR3, I catered to both advanced handloaders and novice
reloaders. My goal here is to update and expand upon the
text of MCR3 by introducing handloaders to newer topics,
components, tools, and techniques.
I derived the basis of much of this text from information
in my articles published in various magazines (Precision
Shooting, Tactical Shooter, Rifle Shooter, Very High Power,
and the Single Shot Rifle Journal). Often, the theme for
such text originated with articles I wrote in direct response
to queries from serious handloaders and shooters about
some specific subject that interested them.
Deliberate repetition occurs within this text and for
good reasons:
• To assure that I cover pertinent points whenever I address
any particular subject; for example, I cover primer safety
several times because, separately, I consider various
aspects of primer storage, handling, and usage.
• I often present some basic concept from a somewhat
different perspective in an effort to clarify some related
point, and I want each such subject to be reasonably
self-contained because I do not expect that anyone will
study this extensive text thoroughly in any one sitting.
My goal in this work is to present as much information
as seems feasible and useful, while attempting to keep each
section reasonably self-contained. I trust that those who do
read this text cover-to-cover will find sufficient variation
in any repeated theme so that such reading will add to their
understanding, rather than leading to boredom.
In the data manual that I plan to offer as a companion to
this work, I expect to include data for about 200 cartridges.

That will amount to more than 20,000 component and
chambering combinations.
In this text, I have assumed that the reader has a
certain amount of fundamental background knowledge.
However, even the novice should be able to follow these
topics and, at the very least, gain an understanding of the
advanced techniques that he might employ to improve
the quality of his handloaded ammunition. Helping
interested handloaders understand the why of important
handloading issues is my primary goal. All too many
instructive texts offer strident admonitions about the
what, where, and how without explaining the why and
wherefore. It is my fervent belief that handloaders who
understand “why” will be more apt to enjoy the fruits of
adhering to safe handloading practices.
To those interested in a more detailed background
study of handloading fundamentals, I heartily suggest
the latest version of the Speer Reloading Manual and the
Hornady Handbook of Cartridge Reloading. Readers
who are particularly interested in the more advanced
topics might want to review the Precision Shooting
Reloading Guide.
My prayer is that this manual will be valuable to
handloaders interested in improving their understanding
of what they are doing and in knowing how to do that
better. While I will picture and discuss specific favorite
tools, I do not intend this text as a catalog of handloading
tools and components. The World Wide Web now
presents a reasonably complete collection of such
information and practically all handloading tool and
component manufacturers now have more-or-less useful
Internet sites. (Handloaders without direct Internet
access can easily obtain access at a local library.)
Several subjects covered in this text include some
conjecture. These occur as possible explanations of some
important aspect of handloading; internal, external, or
terminal performance; or some related issue. Conjecture
ix

occurs where either I have been unable to find proof of a
correct explanation or where no one has yet determined
what the correct explanation might be.
Similarly, in some of the more esoteric areas, I have
not given a complete explanation simply because doing
so would require an entire tome. Some of the subjects I
cover in this work are indeed complicated—several such
problems fall into the category of what physicists refer
to as technically difficult: A problem that would give
even the most seasoned theoretical physicist a headache.
Obviously, I cannot address every such issue and still
offer a book that the general reader would find useful
and interesting.
To facilitate visual clarity, within the explanative
drawings in this book, I have deliberately exaggerated
many features and characteristics. In many drawings,
I have exaggerated the scale of certain features, such as
neck wall thickness. Also, certain points in this text are
applicable only to specialized target rifles and ammunition
made specifically for use in those guns.
I list sources for specialized tools, which are not
necessarily available from standard outlets, at the end of
each chapter and in an appendix.

necessarily does so by exceeding factory-load pressure.
Whether or not it is safe to use such a load depends upon
many factors. Precious few, if any, handloaders outside
the ballistics laboratory are competent to make such a
judgment call.
Contrary to myth, primer and bullet substitutions
often convert a perfectly normal handload into a
handload that generates greater pressure than an
industry proof load generates! Handloaders have no
fundamental way of knowing a priori what the pressure
consequences of any component change will be, whence
the cautionary adages: Always treat any loading
change as a new load; always refer to a modern
manual for data; and always start low and work up to
a maximum safe load using due caution.
When you hear, as I have, an experienced
handloader tell a novice, “I always start at the maximum
recommended load and work up from there,” you
should advise that novice to stop listening. It is a myth
to suppose that the prolonged luck of any experienced
handloader will extend to any novice. (If you are that
novice, take extra heed.)

PERSISTENT (ERRONEOUS) MYTHS
Experienced handloaders all too often pass myths
along to novice handloaders. Unfortunately, this has
sometimes led to the generational propagation of unsafe
handloading practices.
The only thing protecting many (incautious)
handloaders from catastrophe is the huge safety margin
built into the typical modern gun. I could write an entire
book on the subject of just how lucky we are that guns
are so strong and are so well designed that when we
do manage to destroy one, usually, we can walk away
relatively unharmed.
Very good reasons exist for the handloading adage:
Start low and work up carefully. You should know
that any handload that exceeds factory-load ballistics


Myth: Case design does not matter.
Fact: Shorter, fatter cases have
significant ballistic advantages. The
6.5mm/60 SMc (left) has 4 percent
less usable capacity than the 6.5mm284 Norma (right), yet with best loads
generating the same peak chamber
pressure, the 6.5mm/60 produces
more than 100 fps greater velocity.
SMc design features are idealized to
maximize performance and barrel life.

One major myth is that handloading is about getting
greater velocity (more power). In truth, handloading
is about making better ammunition. While better
ammunition might be more powerful, generally it is more
accurate, has a bullet that is better suited to an intended
application, suits some need that no available factoryload fits, is less expensive, etc. Note that more powerful
is not included in the above list.
As noted, another myth is the belief that primer
choice does not matter. It most assuredly does matter,
sometimes dramatically. For example, Accurate Arms
once had a customer that loaded commercial 9mm
Luger ammunition. During a primer shortage, that
company could not obtain the recommended smallpistol magnum primers for those loads, so it substituted
standard small-pistol primers. That substitution doubled
chamber pressure!
The ballisticians at Accurate Arms once tested all
small-size primers. They discovered that the WSPM is the

hottest of all in some applications. In the 357 Magnum,
they demonstrated that this primer is only appropriate with
W296 or H110. In that cartridge, the WSPM significantly,
to dramatically, increased pressure with every tested
propellant—for example, with BlueDot, pressure increase
was about 40 percent; with No. 9, pressure increase was
about 20 percent. I give other examples in the main text.
The pertinent point is, we cannot predict the pressure
consequences of any primer substitution.
A persistent myth is that all bullets of any given
caliber and weight are interchangeable in any given load.
Those who believe this one might want to review the
tables presented in this text and the data in the Accurate
Arms data manual. There, Falin listed 35 Whelen data for

Myth: The 22 Hornet and accuracy are mutually exclusive,
especially in a factory gun. This example group, fired from a
stock Savage M-40, disproves this myth. This was the first tested
load using the Barnes 30-grain Varmint Grenade and Lil’Gun.
With further load development, I saw smaller groups. The truth:
The Hornet can be very accurate but headspace issues commonly
cause problems.

Forces acting upon a case during firing: Fact: Cases stretch
during firing. Forces acting upon a cartridge case as a round
is fired come from propellant gases—internal—and from
the gun—external. Vector force analysis provides a better
understanding of what happens. This explains why cases
change shape and how cases ultimately fail, whether from
excessive pressure or from excessive stretching.
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various propellants tested with various 250-grain Spitzer
bullets. In that study, maximum loads generating the
same pressure required charge adjustments of up to seven
grains. With A2015, maximum charge varied by more
than 15 percent!
One final myth I want to mention: “Full-length
resizing stretches cases.” As explained in chapter 2,
resizing only alters case shape; case stretching occurs
during firing. The change in case shape often masks the

stretching of the case side-wall that occurs during firing—
firing often shortens a case because of the increase in case
diameter. In many aspects of the handloading process,
appearances are deceiving.
Unfortunately, those who do not understand the
physics and mechanics of ballistics and handloading
have promulgated many such erroneous myths through
the printed word. Here, I hope to set the record straight
on many such issues.

MYTHS DIE HARD.

STYLE AND OTHER NOTES
• In an effort to make this text easy to read, I use
any nominally masculine pronoun only to represent the
reader or a hypothetical character, regardless of sex—I
intend no sexism. If this book covered a subject that was
more apt to appeal to females, likely I would have used
feminine pronouns.
• Similarly, I sometimes use the kingly “we” to
smooth reading, to discuss a hypothetical case involving
reader participation, and to keep myself out of the picture,
where that is useful.
• Commonly, I use “we” in instances where the
text covers information that was either garnered with
the help of another expert in the handloading field or
is generally known.
• I have sometimes used “one” as a pronoun,
where “the handloader” or a similar construction might
otherwise become repetitious.
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• I use case rather than brass to indicate a cartridge
case as this word is more precise; similarly, I often use
propellant, or smokeless, rather than smokeless powder
(a double misnomer—modern propellant is neither
smokeless nor a powder); and, generally, the term loading
indicates the handloading process, while the term load
represents a cartridge or a particular recipe (particular
bullet and overall length, propellant and charge, primer,
case, and specific handloading techniques).
• I have highlighted statements of critical safety
importance, or that are otherwise cautionary, in BOLD,
SMALL CAPS FONT, and with a gray background.

• I have used standard abbreviations such as fps
for feet per second and ft. lbs. for foot-pounds; I have
avoided unusual abbreviations with which a reader
might not be familiar; always, before I use any such
abbreviation, I define that term.
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A DAY AT THE RANGE WITH FRIENDS
Varmint Hunter’s Jamboree 600-yard Bullseye event:
heavy-class, relay one. Winning competitors use precision
handloads and properly zeroed guns to shoot the smallest
group closest to the target center.
The main Jamboree event is the Balloon Shoot.
Targets are four-inch balloons held stationary above the
ground. Shooters have twenty shots and limited time to
break all eighteen targets, which rarely happens. Those
who score highest in each relay advance to a shoot-off. In
case of a tie in the initial shoot-off, a final shoot-off with
ten shots for highest score determines the winner.
This game sounds easy. Many serious world-class
Benchrest, NRA Highpower, and F-Class shooters have
been tempted into competing. To date, not one of those
has made a final shoot-off, let alone won an event. Few

Penny Brewer firing her first group ever from a benchrest. Gun
is an almost-finished custom 1894 Marlin built for Tom Knight.
Chambering is 17/23 SMc. Tested (fireforming) load was slightly
too hot and, therefore, case extraction required a bit of effort.
This 26-inch Krieger barrel launched the 20-grain Hornady VMax at 4,300 fps using 20 grains of H322.

Varmint Hunters Jamboree in Pierre, South Dakota, 2007: Relay one was a 600-yard Bullseye event.
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A lever action is not the easiest gun to use on a benchrest. Penny
Brewer discovered this method of getting the gun to sit relatively
stable, and it worked for her. Her husband, Terry, sits in the
background showing the frustration he and I shared that day—
we could not shoot a smaller group than Penny did! Note that I
have reversed the front rest. This makes it feasible to work the
finger lever without unduly disturbing the gun.

Vertical stringing with 17/23 SM: Stringing similar to this
suggests a load that does not have the needed barrel time for
best accuracy with the gun. Often changing the charge 1 or 2
percent or slightly altering the seating depth will alter barrel time
enough to produce one-hole groups. Accuracy load development
is an important goal for many handloaders, and it is one of the
goals addressed in this book.

Marlin 1894, 17/23 SM, 5-shot groups, 100-yards: In the early stages of accuracy load development, Knight found these two loads that
are certainly accurate enough for any varminting application for which any 17-caliber gun is suitable.
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Terry Brewer testing his lightweight custom 444 Marlin elk rifle
as we intended it to be used—offhand. Brewer is one of those
“natural” shooters who makes the rest of us jealous—when I
practice continuously, I can almost match his skills when he has not
fired a gun in years! Life is unfair. With a modified action handling
loads up to 2.725 inches in overall length, this gun easily launches
the 265-grain Hornady JFP at 2,400 fps with sub-MOA three-shot
accuracy. This is a serious rifle for North American game.

Despite the fact that Penny outshot us, we all had a great day at
the range. This would never have happened without handloading.
For us, this is far more than just a hobby.
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After decades of wondering, I figured out why Marlin lever actions
are usually so much more accurate than typical Browning-based lever
actions. The issue is the lack of lateral receiver rigidity in combination
with a locking lug design that almost inevitably places the entire thrust
load on one side of the receiver—unless one laps lug engagement to a
high degree of precision. Depending upon the gun’s design, when the
load comes on, the bolt hits only one lug of two-lug guns or only one side
of the single lug. That bends the receiver by stretching that side. That
forces the barrel to bend sideways, thereby increasing barrel vibration.
The same thing occurs in poorly machined two-lug, bolt-action rifles,
but in those thrust load is on either the top or bottom, and the barrel is
already hanging on the receiver, so the resulting increase in vibration is
less significant. Ultimately, because of the solid top, versus the Browning
split top, Marlin receivers are far more rigid in the horizontal plane
and are, therefore, less sensitive to this effect. This particular Marlin
(made after the Remington takeover) had the worst fitted locking lug
I have seen. Limited accuracy reflected in this group proves the point.
I later significantly improved accuracy of this gun by removing about
5
/1000-inch from one side of the lug and lapping the contact areas. (See
pictured groups elsewhere.)

A 50 Alaskan and 450-grain Alaska Bullet Works, bonded-core
bullet after firing into saturated telephone book at 1,900 fps:
Weight retention was 99% and average expanded diameter
0.84 inch. Performance on a dry telephone book was similarly
(and phenomenally!) impressive. Superior components can
result in superior handloads.

return. Many things contribute to the surprising difficulty
of the Balloon Shoot:
• variable wind conditions,
• lack of wind flags,
• unique wind conditions along each target path, and
• differences in the lay of the land behind each
target on each line. (This makes it hard, or
impossible, to correctly judge the needed
correction after a miss.)

Varmint Hunters’ Jamboree
Balloon-Shoot Targets
DISTANCE NUMBER OF POINT
(YARDS)
BALLOONS VALUE
106
4
25
246
4
40
365
5
60
492
5
75
By using precision handloads in precision rifles, Jamboree
competitors often achieve extraordinary accuracy.

Left: 475 Linebaugh—400-grain XTP.
Right: 45-70 Springfield (405-grain Remington JFN loaded
long (2.73 inches) for use in a custom modified Marlin)
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Safety, Accuracy, and
Functionality
Chapter 1

H

andloading necessarily involves the handling,
storage, and usage of potentially dangerous
substances and devices. You should always
follow all manufacturer warnings and remember that
safety is your responsibility. Accuracy of handloads
that you develop depends upon the components and
tools you use and upon how precisely you use those
tools. Functionality of your handloads depends upon
your understanding of how the cartridge and gun work
and interact, and it depends upon your making sure that
the ammunition that you create is properly constructed
and that any such ammunition is used only in the specific
firearm for which you made it.
In this chapter I highlight some basic aspects of
each of these issues. Elsewhere in this text, you will
find some of the same information, covered from
different perspectives and with more detail, where useful
and feasible.

SAFETY—PRIMERS
Few handloaders fully appreciate the potentially
dangerous explosiveness of primers. A fact the CEO at
a major ammunition company has demonstrated to new
employees at the annual company picnic. At 200 yards,
he creates two targets. One hides a company coffee cup
filled with primers; the other hides two sticks of blasting
agent (essentially equivalent to two sticks of dynamite).
He then explodes these targets with precisely placed shots
from his target rifle.
His question to new employees: “Which was which?”
The point is, the answer is not obvious—primers are
seriously powerful devices!
Primers definitely deserve your utmost attention
toward safe use and handling. Follow all safety precautions

listed on primer boxes and those warnings included with
all priming tools:
• Always store primers in original containers.
• Never leave unused, unboxed primers unattended.
• Understand that heat, impact, or electric current (a
dry-cell battery, for instance) can fire a primer.
• Know that primers in mass are capable of and are
quite likely to generate a chain-reaction, mass
explosion
Store primers away from any bullet casting activity
or any other situation involving significantly elevated
temperature—the specter of the consequences of
dropping one or more primers into molten lead is best
left to the imagination.

SAFETY—PROPELLANT HANDLING
Propellant (powder) is an obvious safety concern
for handloaders. Should you ever have the misfortune
of igniting a large quantity of any propellant (smokeless,
black, or blackpowder substitute) within an enclosed
space, you might survive long enough to gain a new
respect for what can seem to be such a relatively harmless
substance. Furthermore, most, if not all, propellants can
detonate, if subjected to a sufficiently brisant shock, e.g.,
a bullet impact into a propellant canister.
Consider the plight of a fellow handloader who,
late in the last century, succeeded in igniting a nearly
full and open eight-pound can of RedDot in his
handloading-specific outbuilding. He managed to
escape. The resulting inferno destroyed the building
along with thousands of dollars worth of equipment.
Had he hesitated in departure, or had the door opened

Metallic Cartridge Handloading: Pursuit of the Perfect Cartridge
inwardly, or had it been bolted, he simply would not
have survived.
Similarly, a well-known and authoritative handloading
expert who also dabbled in gunsmithing somehow
managed to discharge a high-powered rifle inside his
shop. Unfortunately, he happened to have the gun
pointed at an eight-pound keg of smokeless propellant
that was located in an adjoining room. That canister was
sitting with several others. The resulting detonation (yes,
smokeless will detonate, given sufficient motivation)
evidently involved at least two eight-pound canisters and
essentially destroyed the shop. The only good news is
that he probably never knew what happened.
More commonly, we are concerned with the
handloading aspects of propellant safety, and rightly so.
Inadvertent use of the wrong propellant in a handload
is a likely and common source of catastrophic gun
failure. Therefore, develop unwavering habits when
handling propellant.

Never

allow two types of propellant to

be within reach during any loading session.

Always

place the source canister for the

propellant

you

are

using

reach while handloading.

within

Always

handy

empty the

propellant measure into the correct canister
after each loading session, and then put that
canister back into storage.

Failure to observe these rules will, eventually, either
result in the direct use of the wrong propellant, by
selecting the wrong canister, or the inadvertent use of the
wrong propellant, because you had previously introduced
unused propellant into the wrong canister.
It took more than thirty years of extensive handloading
before I managed to pour unused propellant into the
wrong container—a moment of inattention converted
almost two pounds of N160 and about four ounces of
Rl-22 into expensive, time-released, lawn fertilizer. The



good news is that I caught my error before more serious
harm occurred.
Always double-check. Be absolutely, positively certain
that you are using the intended propellant and the intended
charge. A common source of this error is when a
handloader refers to loading manual data for the wrong
cartridge—for example, the 300 Winchester Magnum
and 300 Weatherby Magnum are commonly confused in
this manner.
Equally, verify that you have the original container
before returning any unused propellant, and avoid storing
unused propellant in any device (measure, scale pan,
dribbler, etc). If you do temporarily store propellant in
any loading tool, always include a label, temporarily
attached to that device (masking tape works well for this).
This inexpensive insurance is worth the time and effort.
(Storage of propellant in a meter hopper is unsafe and it
allows ballistic variation because the propellant will either
dry out or gain moisture.)

SAFETY—PROPELLANT—CHARGE
Obviously, an excessive propellant charge will
generate excessive pressure. This can result in catastrophic
case failure and possibly catastrophic gun failure, either
of which could injure or kill the shooter or bystanders.
Most commonly this error results from the inadvertent
use of the wrong propellant—many distinct products
have very similar names. This error represents a fiftyfifty situation. About half the time, use of the wrong
propellant will be relatively harmless because said
propellant happens to burn slower than the intended
propellant. Conversely, when said propellant happens to
burn significantly faster than the intended propellant, a
dangerous gun failure is likely. Every time you reload,
ensure that you are using the propellant that you intend to
use, assure yourself that you are not using a charge that
exceeds the maximum load listed in modern published
data, and make sure that you have demonstrated that said
charge is safe in your gun.

Safety, Accuracy, and Functionality
SAFETY—BULLET
Besides lead contamination (actually of modest
concern), bullet handling has other pitfalls. In certain
cartridges, it is possible to seat wrong-diameter bullets.
Several pairs of genuine look-alikes exist. These include
pairs in the following diameters: 0.224 inch and 0.228
inch; 0.257 inch and 0.264 inch; 0.277 inch and 0.284 inch;
and, perhaps others. The combination of oversized bullets
loaded into the “correct” cartridges has wrecked guns.
The danger comes from the combination of an
oversize bullet with a gun having a relatively loose
chamber neck and throat. Given such a situation, the
cartridge might chamber without exhibiting any overt
sign of the error, despite the fact that chambering has,
in fact, squeezed the case neck against the bullet. If so,
the case neck cannot freely release the bullet. Such a
circumstance delays initial bullet movement. This can
lead to the generation of devastating chamber pressure.
Normally, in the above-noted similar-sized pairs,
most guns intended for the smaller bullet either will not
allow chambering of a cartridge loaded with the too-large
bullet or will have enough clearance in the chamber neck
so that trapping will not occur. However, if the particular
chamber does happen to allow chambering of a cartridge
loaded with such an oversize bullet, it is likely that the
chamber neck will be sufficiently tight around the case
neck as to retard bullet movement from the case. This is
a sure road to disaster—and it has happened.
Contrary to intuition, with soft-cored bullets, the
swaging that occurs as an oversize bullet enters into the
smaller-diameter bore will not normally significantly elevate
chamber pressure (if at all). Conversely, firing a monolithic
copper or brass bullet or a hard-cored (steel or tungsten
carbide) bullet that is just a few thousandths larger than
groove diameter is apt to have catastrophic consequences.
Consider the plight of a novice handloader who
bought a box of what were supposed to be 0.277-inch
diameter bullets. He did not know that someone had
been handling bullets from that box and visually similar

0.284-inch diameter bullets from another box and had,
thereby, managed to place several 0.284-inch bullets into
the 0.277-inch bullet box.
That handloader was using new cases. Evidently, the
soft case necks did not give much added resistance to bullet
seating when he inserted an errant 0.284-inch bullet. In
addition, his particular seating die was loose enough to allow
this to happen. Worse, his freebored magnum rifle had a loose
enough chamber neck and throat so that, with the particular
cases he was using, he was just able to chamber a round
holding a 7mm (0.284-inch) bullet. At the shooting range,
he evidently either did not notice anything unusual as he
closed the bolt on a tight-fitting round or, more likely, he did
not recognize that something was badly wrong as he forced
the bolt closed. The chamber neck was just tight enough to
squeeze the case neck. When he fired the round, the added
neck-to-bullet friction retarded initial bullet acceleration;
chamber pressure skyrocketed; and, the case failed. This
destroyed the gun and terminally ruined his day.
Many guns intended for use with 0.308-inch bullets
will allow free chambering of cartridges loaded with 0.311inch bullets. Often, bolt-closing feel is indistinguishable
from what occurs when chambering a cartridge that is
loaded with a correct-diameter bullet. While, usually, the
chamber neck and throat will have sufficient clearance to
allow the bullet to freely move, this might not always be
true; potentially dangerous excessive pressure is certainly
a possible consequence.
Store bullets in original boxes. A roll of drafting tape
is useful for resealing opened bullet boxes and is very
inexpensive insurance. Keep bullet boxes segregated,
according to diameter. When buying bullets off-theshelf, insist that the retailer prevents tampering—for
some persons, the urge to examine bullets is great. If ever
in doubt, measure bullet diameter and weight before use.

SAFETY—CASE
For various reasons, cases in most applications have
a limited life span. For example, with repeated reuse,
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cases can thin near the junction of head (web) and body.
Eventually, this will lead to case separation. Such a
separation can lead to a monumental gas leak, which can
destroy the gun and is not apt to be good for either the
shooter or bystanders. The general subject of case life is
so important that I cover it separately, in chapter 2.
Other than a worn-out or faulty case, the only
common safety issue involves a case with a neck that
is long enough to extend, or so that it could extend, into
the neck-to-leade chamber transition. This condition can
exist after reloading a case many times without trimming
(cases often lengthen with use). When this happens, the
case mouth can extend into the neck-to-leade chamber
transition. In this situation, closing the action, the fall
of the striker, or the primer explosion can drive the case
forward, sufficiently, to crimp the case mouth solidly into
the bullet. At worst, firing such a round can generate gun
destroying chamber pressure. At least, such loads will
produce dismal accuracy, compared to otherwise identical
rounds using cases that fit the chamber properly.

SAFETY—GENERAL HANDLOADING
The list of potential hazards for the handloader is
nearly endless. The best approach is to use common
sense and to develop a habit of staying as safe as is
possible, rather than getting as close to danger as is
possible. This is a philosophy advocated eloquently
by that dean of pressure measurement, my friend,
Ken Oehler (Oehler Ballistics Labs). To paraphrase
Oehler: If you really must skate on thin ice (in the
figurative sense of handloading to the extreme), instead
of handloading, do all other shooters and handloaders
a genuine favor by taking up untethered mountain
climbing or some other similar sport. Dedicated
handloaders neither need nor want the inevitable bad
publicity that such handloading will bring.
A comment on pressure and safety: I am still young
and enthusiastic enough that I often want to achieve
maximum safe performance out of many of my handloads.



Although for target work the only meaningful criterion is
accuracy, for many loads muzzle velocity is important.
For this reason, pressure concerns are paramount.
Creating a handload that surpasses ballistics of a
factory load is easy—any nimrod can do it. Simply
choose an appropriate propellant and then place enough
of that propellant into the case so that the handload
generates higher pressure than the corresponding factory
load. Certainly, such an accomplishment does not merit
a badge of honor.
Despite our desires to the contrary, high-performance
handloads often generate greater pressure than factory
proof loads generate. Those who routinely handload at
such pressure levels definitely are seeing how close they
can skate to the thin edge of the ice, rather than seeing
how far away from that (unsafe) edge they can remain.
The trick is to develop handloads that surpass factoryload ballistics without increased pressure. This is no
mean feat. Please understand that factory ammunition
producers have access to every type of propellant that
you can buy and many types that you cannot normally
obtain. If Black Hills Ammunition—or any other major
ammunition producer—so chooses, it can have any
quantity of a propellant with any burning rate made up
and delivered to its ammunition factory—no problem.
Note that, generally, handloaders cannot duplicate
modern increased-performance factory loads, such as
those currently offered by Hornady and Federal. Those
utilize special propellants that distributors have only
recently offered to handloaders.
I do not intend to suggest that the handloader can
never exceed factory ballistics without exceeding
industry pressure standards. Sometimes this is possible
and in certain chamberings, this is quite easily
accomplished. Regardless of this, the point is that if you
set increased velocity as your primary handloading goal,
you are looking toward the wrong goal and you are apt
to be disappointed. If you insist upon that result, you
are almost certain to increase the potential for something
very bad to happen, eventually.

Safety, Accuracy, and Functionality
Your goal should always be the creation of ammunition
that, when used in your gun, fulfills your ballistic needs
better than factory ammunition does. Handloaders can
always strive toward this goal without sacrificing the
margin of safety—happily, this is also one goal that
handloaders can often achieve.

FUNCTIONALITY—AMMUNITION
Contrary to common usage, the terms handloading
and reloading are not interchangeable. Technically,
handloading is the process of conversion of any case (new
or used) and other necessary components into a loaded
cartridge; reloading is the process of conversion of a
used case and other necessary components into a loaded
cartridge. I have chosen to extend these definitions with
specific connotations: Ideally, handloading produces the
best ammunition possible; ideally, reloading produces
functional ammunition. In this book, I concentrate
on handloading.
The late Col. Townsend Whelen said, “The only
interesting gun is an accurate gun.” To paraphrase him, I
contend that “The only interesting handload is an accurate
handload.” Almost any reasonably free person interested
in guns can manufacture ammunition. This absorbing and
rewarding hobby offers the potential for saving money,
increasing shooting opportunities, and so much more.
What separates usable reloads from high-performance
handloads is not the respective velocities generated,
but, rather, it is how well each load fulfills the intended
application while also producing excellent accuracy. In
certain applications, other factors are also critical.
An obvious example is hunting ammunition where
terminal performance is a major consideration. Regardless
of energy or accuracy, if a bullet fails to perform properly
upon impact, it might not get the job done. Another
example is handgun ammunition, which a person might
use in a life-or-death self-defense situation in a dimly lit
room, or at night. If the muzzle flash is so bright that the
first shot blinds the shooter, that person might be in serious

trouble, whether the enraged and charging adversary is
a two-legged or a four-legged beast. Similarly, in most
applications, functionality is foremost. You must be
certain that every round will function perfectly through
your gun and that it will do so every time.
A memory from my early years as a hunter involves
my cousin, Glen McPherson, pounding the charging
handle of his Remington automatic rifle against a
handy pine tree. He was alternately trying to force an
inadequately resized reload fully into the chamber and
then back out of the chamber. This incident would not
have burned itself into my memory so vividly had he not
been in the middle of a passing herd of elk at the time!
At least one person has been severely mauled after
his super reloads failed him in an encounter of the worst
kind. In that example, recoil of the high-powered revolver
he was using pulled the bullet in one cartridge sufficiently
from the case so that the bullet nose protruded from the
front of he cylinder and locked up the gun. With his gun
reduced to an expensive and awkward club, our hapless
hunter bore the brunt of the attack of a wounded grizzly
bear, as it came right down on top of him.
He had made a critical and potentially fatal mistake:
He had failed to verify that his hunting loads would work
every time, and, for that error, he paid a terrible price.
His load delivered a good bullet, with plenty of energy
to do the job, but, ultimately, it failed the ultimate test—
functionality.
No doubt, he had tested that load, almost certainly,
when his hands were dry and while using a firm twohanded grip. In that situation, the mass and strength of his
hands and arms slowed gun recoil and, thereby, mitigated
the force with which the gun pulled back on the cartridges
in the cylinder. (The cylinder pulls the case rim rearward
during recoil.) Conversely, on the day in question, his
situation went from bad to worse:
• An enraged grizzly charged—not good;
• He could not get a solid two-handed grip on the revolver
(his only weapon)—bad;
• He placed his first shot badly—very bad;
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• As the gun fired, recoil pulled a case sufficiently off of
a bullet to leave the bullet nose protruding from the
cylinder, thereby rendering the gun inoperable—as bad
as it gets!
Functionality isn’t everything;
it’s the only thing!

ACCURACY—AMMUNITION
Generally, it should be possible for any handloader,
who is willing to make the effort, to create handloads for
any gun that deliver superior accuracy, when compared to
typical factory fodder. The Creighton Audette method of
accuracy-load development provides a very simple means
of developing such an accuracy load, while firing a minimal
number of shots. I detail that method in chapter 12.
Improved accuracy is possible with most rifles and
many handguns. The reason is easy to understand:
Factories must manufacture ammunition with tolerances
assuring that every round produced will fit and fire
correctly in every commercial gun ever chambered for
that cartridge. This is known as universal functionality.
Owing to inevitable manufacturing tolerances, cartridges
with universal functionality are apt to fit relatively loosely
in the chamber of a typical factory gun.

The overall performance of best modern factory ammunition is often
hard to beat, even with the most skillfully prepared handloads.
.



Sometimes a modest change in load parameters can make all
the difference. (above) Velocity was insufficient to stabilize
a 215-grain SWC. (below) Increasing propellant charge
½ grain increased velocity sufficiently to stabilize that bullet
fully Result: 2.1-inch, 25-yard, five-shot group fired offhand
from pictured Charter Arms Target Bulldog.

